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Welcome to The Big-O Bootleg Prevention Guide. This manual was created so
that Big-O fans like you do not fall into the trap of buying bootlegged material.
Though written specifically for the Big-O series itself, the techniques to determine
the legitimacy of a soundtrack or DVD applies to all anime materials.
There are five main parts of this guide: an Important Note, DVDs, CDs (OSTs),
Reporting Bootleggers, and an Appendix. The DVD and CD part is broken
down into a few sections: Important Information/ Where to Buy, Spot a Bootleg
Before You Buy, and Spot a Bootleg After You Buy. So let’s get started.

IMPORTANT NOTE
You may be thinking to yourself, what’s the big deal I saved a lot of money by
buying bootleg. Well here’s the deal, many states as well as the federal
government have laws against piracy. Since a pirated/bootleg item is stolen in
one way or the other, you now have possession of stolen material. Though the
FBI won’t breakdown your door for it, the crime of piracy will be added to any
other crime you might commit just by having it.
Another reason is Bandai Namco, Sunrise, and Cartoon Network are not getting
the word that you bought it. They track sales and determine the demand of an
item. This means if they don’t see any or low interest in an item they’ll stop
making it, this leads to less inventory and more bootlegs. Also the hope for a
third season goes down the drain with no noticeable interest.
Bootlegs are very poor quality in every way. The average commercial CD’s or
DVD’s lifespan is five to seven years under normal usage conditions. Bootleg’s, if
they work to begin with, lifespan is at most a year. At that point the disc degrades
and becomes unplayable. Also the quality of the recorded material is generally
bad; the music and movies tend to have noise and errors. One reason for this in
DVDs is that the maximum capacity of a DVD is 8.5 gigabytes (dual layer media).
It is impossible to take two discs worth of data (16 gigabytes) and put it on one
disc without reducing the overall quality of the movie. In CDs the music is usually
not copied from an original disc, but downloaded from the internet. To save
download time the music is converted to a lower byte rate, which destroys it.
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DVDS
IMPORTANT INFORMATION/ WHERE TO BUY:
The following is a complete list of the only North American releases of Big-O.
Every one was distributed by Bandai Entertainment, and no one else. Click on
the underlined titles to follow the link. All of the links lead to the cheapest, but still
official material. NOTE: Prices and links may change over time.
The Big-O: Volume 1
(Out of Print)
Contains the following episodes:
1. Roger the Negotiator
2. Dorothy, Dorothy
3. Electric City
4. Underground Terror
The Big-O: Volume 2
(Out of Print)
Contains the following episodes:
5. Bring Back My Ghost
6. A Legacy of Amadeus
7. A Call from the Past

The Big-O: Volume 3
(Out of Print)
Contains the following episodes:
8. Missing Cat
9. Beck Comes Back
10. Winter Night Phantom

The Big-O: Volume 4
(Out of Print)
Contains the following episodes:
11. Daemon Seed
12. Enemy is Another Big
13. R.D.
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The Big-O: Collectors Edition
$33.22
This edition contains all of season one on four discs. Each disc
holds the same episodes as the single volumes.

The Big-O II – Paradigm Lost (Vol. 1)
$21.99
Contains the following episodes:
14. Roger the Wanderer
15. Negotiation with the Dead
16. Day of the Advent
17. Leviathan
The Big-O II - Missing Pieces (Vol. 2)
$21.99
Contains the following episodes:
18. Greatest Villain
19. Eyewitness
20. Stripes

The Big-O II – Enemy Attacks (Vol. 3)
$21.99
Contains the following episodes:
21. The Third Big
22. Hydra
23. Twisted Memories

The Big-O II – Aggressive Negotiations (Vol. 4)
$21.99
Contains the following episodes:
24. The Big Fight
25. The War of Paradigm
26. The Show Must Go On
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The Big-O II – Complete Collection
$38.49
This edition contains all of season two on four discs. Each
disc holds the same episodes as the single volumes.

Bandai’s official/suggested retailers are as follows: Amazon, Best Buy, DVD
Planet, Fry’s/Outpost.com, and Suncoast. Check Bandai Entertainments to see
these and their official released material.
SPOT A BOOTLEG BEFORE YOU BUY:
For the most part bootlegged DVDs are easy to spot before buying, but you need
to know what to look for.
Anime DVDs tend to be hard to find, simply because there is a low interest in
them compared to major motion pictures; also they are higher priced on average.
This makes it very easy for bootlegs to get you. The best place to buy official
items is from a major retailer; for the most part they do not sell bootlegs. They
however are not immune. Here is an example from Amazon. Since Volume One
of season one is now out of print, you can no longer buy new copies. However
Amazon still gives you the ability to purchase it from a Market place retailer. Here
is part of the listing.
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It looks like a good deal, you get a new DVD for a low price and the dealers are
rated quite well, but both of these people are likely selling bootlegs. Here are the
key clues: BRAND NEW, and FACTORY SEALED/SHRINKWRAPPED.
Sometime you will also see DIRECT FROM OVERSEAS FACTORY. It is true
that the bootleg DVD is new and sealed, but it comes from a factory in Taiwan.
Taiwan, as far as I’ve seen, never produces DVDs for major companies in any
country. North American releases are made in the U.S.A.
This leads to the first major point, DON’T buy from other people. This includes
EBay, Amazon Marketplaces, Yahoo Stores, or other similar places. If you do or
have, you’ll need to visit Spot a Bootleg After You Buy.
Other key clues that a site is selling bootlegs are as follows:
Poor website design – if the site looks poor, you are increasing the chances of
buying bootlegged stuff.
Adult material – if the website actively sells adult related items, they likely sell
bootlegs.
Lack of information – if the site does not show a picture of the product, doesn’t
say who made it, or what you get, leave.
Incorrect information – retailers tend to get this right, which is why they are still
in business. If the pictures, number of discs, or manufacturer are not the same as
the list above, don’t buy.
Low price – this is always important. The normal retail price for a collection is
$49.99, and for a single is $24.99. Every percentage of the price that drops, the
chance it is bootleg grows by that amount. In other words, a collection selling at
$25 means you have a 50% chance that it is bootleg. Retailers will never go
below 20% of the cost. If they did, they would lose profit. Remember you get
what you pay for. NOTE: Major retailers do get discounts due to the quantity they
ordered, but they will not go below ~30%.
Region Free – if you are not familiar with DVDs, they all are encoded for a
region of the world. The coding is read by your DVD player and if it matches it
plays, or doesn’t if there is no match. The United States and Canada have region
1; Europe and Japan is region 2, etc. This coding is used to prevent piracy and
competition between global retailers. If it is region free it works everywhere, and
the software coding had to be “cracked” (forcibly edited) to make it work.
Therefore it is bootlegged, because Bandai will never sell region free DVDs.
Check with other people – if you know someone else who has purchased an
item from that shop before, and you trust them; ask if they got what they ordered.
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SPOT A BOOTLEG AFTER YOU BUY:
So you just got your DVD in the mail, which you bought from somewhere
questionable. Is it bootleg? Let’s find out.
Before you open it look it over for the following:
Sealing – all new DVDs are sealed, it’s that simple.
Logos – the front cover on all Big-O items displays the Bandai logo; the back
cover has the following logos: Rating, Dolby DD, Region 1, Sunrise, Bandai, and
FBI. I have never seen a bootleg with the FBI logo, so this one is key. The image
below is for The Collectors Edition; it also has the DVD logo.

Quality printing – the cover design should look very clear and professional; not
pixilated, nor like it was printed on a home printer.
Know your show - bootleggers are rarely fans of the anime that they are selling
items for. So look for pictures of characters that don’t match their real image or
description. An example would be a DVD referring to Big Fau as Roger Smith.
Copyright and licensing – somewhere on the back it should have this
information. Season one is copyrighted 1999 – 2001 by Sunrise, licensed to
Bandai for distribution. Season two is copyrighted 2003 by Sunrise, licensed to
Bandai for distribution.
Language – These are English releases so, there will be no Japanese or
“Engrish” anywhere on it. Also the Big-O logo should be the English version not
the Japanese one.
Unique number – on the spine of the case there will be two unique numbers, the
DVD number and the ISBN. The barcode (UPC) on the back of the cover is the
third. The numbers should match those below, if not… bootleg.
DVD Title
DVD #
ISBN
UPC
The Big-O: Volume 1
1835
1-58354-804-1
669198183591
The Big-O: Volume 2
1836
1-58354-805-X 669198183690
The Big-O: Volume 3
1837
1-58354-806-8
669198183799
The Big-O: Volume 4
1838
1-58354-807-6
669198183898
The Big-O: Collectors Edition
1839
1-59409-050-5
669198183997
The Big-O II: Volume 1
80030
1-59409-166-8
669198800306
The Big-O II: Volume 2
80031
1-59409-167-6
669198800313
The Big-O II: Volume 3
80032
1-59409-168-4
669198800320
6

The Big-O II: Volume 4
The Big-O II – Complete
Collection

80033

1-59409-169-2

669198800337

N/A

N/A

669198210266

If you see any of this or something else just does not fit, return it. If you are still
not sure, what is inside should determine it.
Time to open it, so look for the following:
Smell – the sense of smell is the best tuned sense in the human body. Since this
DVD was sealed in plastic, so too was the air inside. When you open it, if you get
a whiff of a chemically or not too pleasant odor, it is likely bootleg. Real
manufacturers have proper ventilation in the factory, so that stink is not there.
Also if it smells like food or another noticeable aroma, it is bootleg.
Inserts – all of the Big-O DVDs I have received have one insert. It is a paper with
the cover picture. On the single, the back has another picture; on collections, it is
a few pages with an episode guide and other pictures. These have copyright
information and logos on them.
DVD front – the front will have a picture that is attached to the DVD and is not a
sticker. The ink
should be slightly
raised due to
layering, and the
image should be
clear. There will be
copyright
information and
logos. Look in the
appendix for a
picture of the discs.
DVD back – the
read area of the
disc will be silver,
any other color
equals bootleg. On
the inside ring there
will be at least one
barcode, unique
numbers, and it will
say the name of the
disc. This is rarely
duplicated do to the
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fact that it requires expensive materials to do. The example on the previous page
is from The Big-O II – Aggressive Negotiations. Notice the name Big O II. Vol. 4
DVD, and the DVD number 80033. The most you will see there on a bootleg is a
random number, which is the serial number of the disc given to it by the disc’s
manufacturer. Those types of numbers appear on all burnable media. NOTE: if
the CD number is there it should not be engraved or printed on, but embedded in
the disc.
Playing the DVD – once you insert the disc into your DVD player you will see the
following:

The first screen you see is the FBI warning, followed by another warning,
Bandai’s logo animation, Sunrise’s logo animation, a Dolby Digital animation (it
varies by disc), and then the main menu. If any of these things are missing, it is
bootleg. Also, if it does play at all then it is either defective or bootleg or both and
in any case, it should be returned.
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CDS
IMPORTANT INFORMATION/ WHERE TO BUY:
The following is a complete list of the only CDs released for the Big-O. Every one
was distributed by Victor Entertainment, and no one else. Click on the underlined
titles to follow the link. All of the links lead to the cheapest, but still official
material. NOTE: Dollar prices are estimated based on the exchange rate of the
time this was written and will vary over time. Links may as change over time.
The Big-O! Single
(Out of Print)
NOTE: This is not a full sized CD; it’s an 8cm disc. (If you have a
Nintendo Gamecube, the discs are this size)
This OST contains the following songs:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Big-O!
And Forever…
Big-O! (Instrumental)
And Forever…(Instrumental)
The Big-O Original Sound Score
$29.95
This OST contains the following songs:

1. Stoning
2. Big-O! (TV Edit)
3. Stand A Chance
4. Name of God
5. The Storm
6. Spirit
7. Servant
8. Apologize
9. Apparel
10. The Great
11. Apostle
12. False
13. Sleep My Dear
14. Sure Promise
15. Touch
16. Weep For
17. Nature
9

18. The Words
19. Run Down
20. Tears
21. The Process
22. Sin
23. A Vision
24. Procrastination
25. Freedom
26. The Holy
27. Evolution
28. Eternal Life
29. And Forever…(TV Edit)
The Big-O Original CD Drama Theater
(Out of Print)
This OST contains the following songs:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Brick Hall
Stand On Memory
A Spirit of the Past
Memory of the Truth
Forever and Ever
Brick Ballades
The Holy Remix
The Big-O “Respect”
1100¥ (~$9.40)
This OST contains the following songs:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Respect
Big-O!
And Forever…
Big-O! (Instrumental)
And Forever…(Instrumental)
Big-O! (Showtime)
And Forever… (TV Edit)
Big-O! (TV Edit)
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The Big-O Original Sound Score II for second season
2900¥ (~$24.78)
This OST contains the following songs:

1. Sure Promise ~ Union St
2. Brick Ballades ~ Houston St
3. Respect ~ Upper West Side
4. Apologine ~ Bleecker St
5. Painful Dream
6. Respect ~ Lower East Side
7. Distance
8. Solitude
9. Dreadful
10. Before Dawn
11. Prayer ~ 50th St
12. Token
13. Divine
14. Chain
15. Painful Dream ~ Spring St
16. Prayer ~ 14th St
17. Centenary
18. Perverse
19. Obfuscate
20. Prayer ~ WTC St
21. Flag
22. And Forever… ~ Grand Central
23. Regend of First Memory
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SPOT A BOOTLEG BEFORE YOU BUY:
Bootlegged OSTs are a lot harder to spot then DVDs, so you need to know what
to look for.
Soundtracks to animes are very hard to find; even the most popular shows’
soundtracks need to be imported. Besides being higher priced then normal CDs,
every one tends to be in Japanese. This makes it super easy for bootlegs to get
you. The best way to buy an anime soundtrack is to import it yourself. Amazon
Japan and CDJapan are very good, and for the most part you need to know little
Japanese. You should AVOID ALL U.S. RETAILERS for anime OSTs; if it is a
real copy they raise the price greatly. A $30 CD goes from that to $80 very
quickly. In most cases even the big places sell bootlegs, unknowingly of course.
Here is part of the listing from Amazon.

It looks like a good deal, you get a new CD for a low price and the dealer is rated
quite well, but this guy is selling bootlegs. (NOTE: Import King always sells
bootlegs. I have reported him many times.) Here is the key clue: FROM
OVERSEAS FACTORY. Sometime you will also see BRAND NEW, and
FACTORY SEALED/SHRINKWRAPPED. It is true that the bootleg CD is new
and sealed, but it comes from a factory in Taiwan. Taiwan, as far as I’ve seen,
never produces CDs for major companies in any country. These are made in
Japan.
This leads to the second major point, DON’T buy from other people. This
includes EBay, Amazon Marketplaces, Yahoo Stores, or other similar places. If
you do or have you’ll need to visit Spot a Bootleg After You Buy.
Other key clues that a site is selling bootlegs are as follows:
Poor website design – if the site looks poor, you are increasing the chances of
buying bootlegged stuff.
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Adult material – if the website actively sells adult related items, they likely sell
bootlegs.
Lack of information – if the site does not show a picture of the product, doesn’t
say who made it, or what you get, leave.
Incorrect information – retailers tend to get this right, which is why they are still
in business. If the pictures, number of discs, or manufacturer are not the same as
the list above, don’t buy.
Low price – this is always important. The average retail price for a soundtrack is
$29.99. Every percentage of the price that drops, the chance it is bootleg grows
by that amount. In other words, an OST selling at $15 means you have a 50%
chance that it is bootleg. Retailers will never go below 20% of the cost. If they
did, they would lose profit. Remember you get what you paid for. NOTE: Major
retailers do get discounts due to the quantity they ordered, but they will not go
below ~30%.
Check with other people – if you know someone else who has purchased an
item from that shop before, and you trust them; ask if they got what they ordered.
SPOT A BOOTLEG AFTER YOU BUY:
So you just got your OST in the mail, which you bought from somewhere
questionable. Is it bootleg? Let’s find out.
Before you open it look it over for the following:
Sealing – all new CDs are sealed, it’s that simple.
Side spine – there is always a folded piece of thick
paper around the hinge side of the jewel case. It
contains the UPC number, the Manufacturer’s logo, the
price in yen, and a unique CD number. To the right is an
example of one from The Big-O Original Sound Score.
Logos – the publisher’s logo will appear on all sides of
the jewel case expect for the front cover. Victor
Entertainment’s logo is the V on the top of the middle
white part on the picture to the right. Also there will be
the Compact Disc logo on the back
Quality printing – the cover design should look very
clear and professional; not pixilated nor like it was
printed on a home printer.
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Know your show - Know your show - bootleggers are rarely fans of the anime
that they are selling items for. So look for pictures of characters that don’t match
their real image or description. An example would be a DVD referring to Big Fau
as Roger Smith.
Copyright and licensing – somewhere on the back it should have this
information. Season one OSTs are copyrighted 1999 by Sunrise, licensed to
Victor for distribution. Season two OSTs are copyrighted 2003 by Sunrise,
licensed to Victor for distribution.
Language – all the soundtracks will have both English and Japanese, so this is
not very helpful unless you know both. Look out for “Engrish”, because there
shouldn’t be any.
Unique number – on the spine of the case there will be one unique number, the
CD number. The numbers should match those below, if not bootleg.
CD Title
CD #
UPC
The Big-O! Single
VIDL-30461
4988002392407
The Big-O Original Sound Score
VICL-60493
4988002393510
The Big-O Original CD Drama Theater
VICL-60526
N/A
The Big-O “Respect”
VICL-35452
N/A
The Big-O Original Sound Score II for
VICL-61057
N/A
second season
If you see any of this or something else just does not fit, return it (more on
returning and money back later). If you are still not sure, what is inside should
determine it.
Time to open it, so look for the following:
Smell – the sense of smell is the best tuned sense in the human body. Since this
DVD was sealed in plastic, so too was the air inside. When you open it, if you get
a whiff of a chemically or not to pleasant odor, it is likely bootleg. Real
manufacturers have proper ventilation in the factory, so that stink is not there.
Also if it smells like food or another noticeable aroma, it is bootleg.
Inserts – all of the Big-O OSTs I have received have one insert. This is the
typical book that all music CDs have. It tells the song names, and general
information about the album. Bootleggers can copy these easily, so look for the
Victor logo. If you can read Japanese you might be able to find something else.
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CD front – the front
will have a picture
that is attached to
the CD and is not a
sticker. The ink
should be slightly
raised due to
layering, and the
image should be
clear. There will be
copyright
information and
logos. Check the
appendix for
available pictures.
CD back – the read
area of the disc will
be silver, any other
color equals
bootleg. On the
inside ring there will
be at least one
barcode and unique
number. This is rarely duplicated do to the fact that it requires expensive
materials to do. The example above is from The Big-O Original Sound Score II.
Notice the CD number VICL-61057. The most you will see there on a bootleg is a
random number, which is the serial number of the disc given to it by the disc’s
manufacturer. Those types of numbers appear on all burnable media. NOTE: if
the CD number is there it should not be engraved or printed on, but embedded in
the disc.
Playing the CD – if it does play or sounds horrible then it is either defective or
bootleg or both and in any case, it should be returned.
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REPORTING BOOTLEGGERS
There are two ways to report a bootlegger. The first way is less harsh and deals
with buying from large retailers and their personal marketplaces, like EBay,
Yahoo Store, etc. What you do is really simple; you tell the big company that they
or one of their users is selling bootlegs or pirated material. Those two words
catch peoples’ attention. Many sites have a form to do so, but if you can’t find
that, email customer support. If you are having trouble getting your money back,
this is a good place to handle that as well. The problem with this is the user may
be banned, but all they have to do is simply change their username or move to
another site and they’re back in business.
The second way is my favorite, because when I spend my money that I earned
doing hard work, I expect to get the real thing. Not pay someone to cheat me. So,
this method is the harshest, but it will shut the bootlegger down. Report it to the
FBI anti-piracy division, through the Internet Crime Complaint Center. Another
way (DVDs only) is to call the number in the warning screen, which is 1-800-3639166. In either case you’re going to have to give personal information to the
group, but that is the price of justice/revenge.

I hope this guide was useful to you in someway. I will, as
missing information becomes available, update this guide, so
check back every once and awhile.

LEGAL
This guide is copyrighted 2006 by Xeon Negotiator. Distribution, reprinting, or
commercial (selling) use of this document is forbidden. All logos and other
designs are copyrighted by their respective owners. ANY USE OF THIS
MATERIAL OTHER THEN ITS INTENDED PURPOSE IS STRICTLY
FORBIDDEN!
Paradigm-City.com has been given permission to host this document. This file
may not be hosted on any other site without express written permission from
Xeon Negotiator (xeon_negotiator@hotmail.com).
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APPENDIX
The DVD covers are edited; front and back have been swap for visual looks.
The Big-O: Volume 1
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The Big-O: Volume 2
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The Big-O: Volume 3
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The Big-O: Volume 4
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The Big-O: Collectors Edition
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The Big-O II – Paradigm Lost (Vol. 1)
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The Big-O II - Missing Pieces (Vol. 2)

23

The Big-O II – Enemy Attacks (Vol. 3)

24

The Big-O II – Aggressive Negotiations (Vol. 4)

25

The Big-O II – Complete Collection
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The Big-O! Single

27

The Big-O Original Sound Score

28

The Big-O Original CD Drama Theater

29

The Big-O “Respect”

30

The Big-O Original Sound Score II for second season
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